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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the possibility of implementing the widely
deployed Paxos consensus protocol in network devices. We
present two different approaches: (i) a detailed design description for implementing the full Paxos logic in SDN switches,
which identifies a sufficient set of required OpenFlow extensions; and (ii) an alternative, optimistic protocol which can
be implemented without changes to the OpenFlow API, but
relies on assumptions about how the network orders messages. Although neither of these protocols can be fully implemented without changes to the underlying switch firmware,
we argue that such changes are feasible in existing hardware.
Moreover, we present an evaluation that suggests that moving Paxos logic into the network would yield significant performance benefits for distributed applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Network operating systems;
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Reliability, availability, and
serviceability; D.4.5 [Reliability]: Fault-tolerance

Keywords
Software-defined networking, Paxos, NetPaxos.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Software-defined networking (SDN) is transforming the
way networks are configured and run. In contrast to traditional networks, in which forwarding devices have proprietary control interfaces, SDNs generalize network devices
using a set of protocols defined by open standards, including
most prominently the OpenFlow [24] protocol. This move
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grammability”, allowing ordinary programs to manage the
network through direct access to network devices.
Several recent projects have used SDN platforms to demonstrate that applications can benefit from improved network
support. While these projects are important first steps, they
have largely focused on one class of applications (i.e., Hadoop
data processing [12, 15, 21, 36]), and on improving performance via data-plane configuration (e.g., route selection [15,
36], traffic prioritization [12, 36], or traffic aggregation [21]).
None of this work has fundamentally considered whether application logic could be moved into the network. In other
words: how can distributed applications and protocols utilize network programmability to improve performance?
This paper focuses specifically on the Paxos consensus
protocol [19]. Paxos is an attractive use-case for several
reasons. First, it is one of the most widely deployed protocols in highly-available, distributed systems, and is a fundamental building block to a number of distributed applications [6, 14, 9]. Second, there exists extensive prior research
on optimizing Paxos [20, 22, 31, 32], which suggests that
the protocol could benefit from increased network support.
Third, moving consensus logic into network devices would
require extending the OpenFlow API with functionality that
is amenable to an efficient hardware implementation [3, 5].
Implementing Paxos in the network provides a different
point in the design space, and identifies a different set of network requirements for protocol implementors. This paper
presents two different approaches: (i) a detailed description
of a sufficient set of OpenFlow extensions needed to implement the full Paxos logic in SDN switches; and (ii) an alternative, optimistic protocol which can be implemented without changes to the OpenFlow API, but relies on assumptions
about how the network orders messages.
Although neither of these protocols can be fully implemented without changes to the underlying switch firmware,
we present evidence to show that such changes are feasible.
Moreover, we present an evaluation that suggests that moving consensus logic into the network would reduce application complexity, reduce application message latency, and
increase transaction throughput.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• It identifies a sufficient set of features that protocol implementors would need to provide to implement consensus logic in network devices.

Phase 2. The coordinator selects a value according to the
following rule: if no acceptor in Qa accepted a value, the
coordinator can select any value. If however any of the acceptors returned a value in Phase 1, the coordinator is forced
to execute Phase 2 with the value that has the highest round
number v-rnd associated to it. In Phase 2, the coordinator
sends a message containing a round number (the same used
in Phase 1). Upon receiving such a request, the acceptors
acknowledge it, unless they have already acknowledged another message (Phase 1 or 2) with a higher round number.
Acceptors update their c-rnd and v-rnd variables with the
round number in the message. When a quorum of acceptors
accepts the same round number (Phase 2 acknowledgment),
consensus terminates: the value is permanently bound to the
instance, and nothing will change this decision. Thus, learners can deliver the value. Learners learn this decision either
by monitoring the acceptors or by receiving a decision message from the coordinator.

• It describes an alternative protocol, inspired by Fast
Paxos [20], which can be implemented without changes
to the OpenFlow API, but relies on assumptions about
how the network orders messages.
• It presents experiments that suggest the potential performance improvements that would be gained by moving consensus logic into the network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first provide a short summary of the Paxos protocol (§2), followed
by a description of the two approaches to providing network
support for Paxos (§3). Then, we present the results from
our experimental evaluation (§4), discuss related work (§5),
and conclude (§6).

2.

As long as a nonfaulty coordinator is eventually selected
and there is a majority quorum of nonfaulty acceptors and at
least one nonfaulty proposer, every consensus instance will
eventually decide on a value. A failed coordinator is detected by the other nodes, which select a new coordinator.
If the coordinator does not receive a response to its Phase 1
message it can re-send it, possibly with a bigger round number. The same is true for Phase 2, although if the coordinator
wants to execute Phase 2 with a higher round number, it has
to complete Phase 1 with that round number.
The above describes one instance of Paxos. Throughout
this paper, references to Paxos implicitly refer to multiple
instances chained together (i.e., Multi-Paxos [7]).
Fast Paxos [20] is a well known optimization of Paxos.
It extends the classic rounds, as described above, with fast
rounds. In a fast round proposers contact acceptors directly,
bypassing the coordinator. Fast rounds save one communication step but are only effective in the absence of collisions,
a situation in which acceptors accept different values in the
round, and as a result no value is chosen. Fast Paxos can
recover from collisions using classic rounds. In order to ensure that no two values are decided, fast rounds require larger
quorums than classic rounds.

PAXOS BACKGROUND

State-machine replication [18, 34] is a fundamental approach to designing fault-tolerant systems used by many distributed applications and services (e.g., Google’s Chubby [6],
Scatter [14], Spanner [9]). The key idea is to replicate services, so that a failure at any one replica does not prevent
the remaining operational replicas from servicing client requests. State-machine replication is implemented using a
consensus protocol, which dictates how the participants propagate and execute commands.
Paxos [19] is perhaps the most widely used consensus protocol. Paxos participants, which communicate by exchanging messages, may play any of three roles: proposers issue
requests to the distributed system (i.e., propose a value); acceptors choose a single value; and learners provide replication by learning what value has been chosen. Note that
a process may play one or more roles simultaneously. For
example, a client in a distributed system may be both a proposer and a learner.
A Paxos instance is one execution of consensus. An instance begins when a proposer issues a request, and ends
when learners know what value has been chosen by the acceptor. The protocol proceeds in a sequence of rounds. Each
round has two phases. For each round, one process, typically
a proposer or acceptor, acts as the coordinator of the round.
Phase 1. The coordinator selects a unique round number
c-rnd and asks the acceptors to promise that in the given
instance they will reject any requests (Phase 1 or 2) with
round number less than c-rnd. Phase 1 is completed when
a majority-quorum Qa of acceptors confirms the promise to
the coordinator. Notice that since Phase 1 is independent of
the value proposed it can be pre-executed by the coordinator [19]. If any acceptor already accepted a value for the
current instance, it will return this value to the coordinator,
together with the round number received when the value was
accepted (v-rnd).

3.

CONSENSUS IN THE NETWORK

In this section, we identify two approaches to improving the performance of Paxos by using software-defined networking. Section 3.1 identifies a sufficient set of features
that a switch would need to support to implement Paxos
logic (i.e., extensions to OpenFlow). Section 3.2 discusses
the possibility of implementing consensus using unmodified
OpenFlow switches.

3.1

Paxos in SDN Switches

We argue that performance benefits could be gained by
moving Paxos consensus logic into the network devices them2

selves. Specifically, network switches could play the role
of coordinators and acceptors. The advantages would be
twofold. First, messages would travel fewer hops in the network, therefore reducing the latency for the replicated system to reach consensus. Second, coordinators and acceptors
typically act as bottlenecks in Paxos implementations, because they must aggregate or multiplex multiple messages.
The consensus protocol we describe in Section 3.2 obviates
the need for coordinator logic.
A switch-based implementation of Paxos need only implement Phase 2 of the protocol described in Section 2. Since
Phase 1 does not depend on any particular value, it could be
run ahead of time for a large bounded number of values. The
pre-computation would need to be re-run under two scenarios: either (i) the Paxos instance approaches the bounded
number of values, or (ii) the device acting as coordinator
changes (possibly due to failure).
Unfortunately, even implementing Phase 2 of the Paxos
logic in SDN switches goes far beyond what is expressible in
the current OpenFlow API, which is limited to basic matchaction rules, simple statistics gathering, and modest packet
re-writes (e.g., incrementing the time-to-live). Below, we
identify a sufficient set of operations that the switch could
perform to implement Paxos. Note, we are not claiming that
this set of operations is necessary. As we will see in Section 3.2, the protocol can be modified to avoid some of these
requirements.

The upcoming Netronome network processor NFP-6xxx [26],
which is used to realize advanced switches and programmable
NICs, has sequence number generators and can flexibly perform stateful comparisons.
Also, rather than modifying network switches, a recent
hardware trend towards programmable NICs [2, 25] could
allow the proposer and acceptor logic to run at the network
edge, on programmable NICs that provide high-speed processing at minimal latencies (tens of µs). Via the PICe bus,
the programmable NIC could communicate to the host OS
and obtain access to permanent storage.

3.2

Fast Network Consensus

Section 3.1 describes a sufficient set of functionality that
protocol designers would need to provide to completely implement Paxos logic in forwarding devices. In this section,
we describe NetPaxos, an alternative algorithm inspired by
Fast Paxos. The key idea behind NetPaxos is to distinguish
between two execution modes, a “fast mode” (analogous to
Fast Paxos’s fast rounds), which can be implemented in network forwarding devices with no changes to existing OpenFlow APIs, and a “recovery mode”, which is executed by
commodity servers.
Both Fast Paxos’s fast rounds and NetPaxos’s fast mode
avoid the use of a Paxos coordinator, but for different motivations. Fast Paxos is designed to reduce the total number of message hops by optimistically assuming a spontaneous message ordering. NetPaxos is designed to avoid implementing coordinator logic inside a switch. In contrast to
Fast Paxos, the role of acceptors in NetPaxos is simplified.
In fact, acceptors do not perform any standard acceptor logic
in NetPaxos. Instead, they simply forward all messages they
receive, without doing any comparisons. Because they always accept, we refer to them as minions in NetPaxos.
Figure 1 illustrates the design of NetPaxos. In the figure,
all switches are shaded in gray. Proposers send messages to
the single switch called a serializer. The serializer is used to
establish an ordering of messages from the proposers. The
serializer then broadcasts the messages to the minions. Each
minion forwards the messages to the learners and to a server
that acts as the minion’s external storage mechanism, used
to record the history of “accepted” messages. Note that if
switches could maintain persistent state, there would be no
need for the minion storage servers. Each learner has multiple network interfaces, one for each minion.
The protocol, as described, does not require any additional
functionality beyond what is currently available in the OpenFlow protocol. However, it does make two important assumptions:

Generate round and sequence number. Each switch coordinator must be able to generate a unique round number (i.e., the c-rnd variable), and a monotonically increasing, gap-free sequence number.
Persistent storage. Each switch acceptor must store the latest ballot it has seen (c-rnd), the latest accepted ballot
(v-rnd), and the latest value accepted.
Stateful comparisons. Each switch acceptor must be able
to compare a c-round value in a packet header with
a c-rnd value that has been stored. If the new value
is higher, then the switch must update the local state
with the new c-round and value, and then broadcast the
message to all learners. Otherwise, the packet could be
ignored (i.e., dropped).
Storage cleanup. Stored state must be trimmed periodically.
Recent work on extending OpenFlow suggests that the
functionality described above could be efficiently implemented
in switch hardware [3, 5, 4]. Moreover, several existing
switches already have support of some combinations of these
features. For example, the NoviSwitch 1132 has 16 GB of
SSD storage [27], while the Arista 7124FX [1] has 50 GB
of SSD storage directly usable by embedded applications.
Note that current SSDs typically achieve throughputs of several 100s MB/s [29], which is within the requirements of
a high-performance, network-based Paxos implementation.

1. Packets broadcast from the serializer to the minions
arrive in the same order. This assumption is important for performance, not correctness. In other words,
if packets are received out-of-order, the learners would
recognize the problem, fail to reach consensus, and revert to the “recovery mode” (i.e., classic Paxos).
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Figure 1: Network Paxos architecture. Switch hardware is
shaded grey. Other devices are commodity servers. The
learners each have four network interface cards.

• Serializer failure. Since the order imposed by the serializer is not needed for correctness, the serializer could
easily be made redundant, in which case the protocol
would continue to operate despite the failure of one serializer. Figure 1 shows two backup switches for the
serializer.

2. Packets broadcast from a minion arrive all in the
same order at its storage and the learners. This assumption is important for correctness. If this assumption is violated, then learners may decide different values in an instance of consensus and not be able to recover a consistent state from examining the logs at the
minion storage.

• Minion failure. If any minion fails, the system could
continue to process messages and remain consistent.
The configuration in Figure 1, with four minions, could
tolerate the failure of one minion, and still guarantee
progress.

Recent work on Speculative Paxos [33] shows that packet
reordering happens infrequently in data centers, and can be
eliminated by using IP multicast, fixed length network topologies, and a single top-of-rack switch acting as a serializer.
Our own initial experiments (§ 4) also suggest that these
assumptions hold with unmodified network switches when
traffic is non-bursty, and below about 675 Mbps on a 1 Gbps
link.
Fast Paxos optimistically assumes a spontaneous message
ordering with no conflicting proposals, allowing proposers
to send messages directly to acceptors. Rather than relying
on spontaneous ordering, NetPaxos uses the serializer to establish an ordering of messages from the proposers. It is
important to note that the serializer does not need to establish a FIFO ordering of messages. It simply maximizes the
chances that acceptors see the same ordering.
Learners maintain a queue of messages for each interface.
Because there are no sequence or round numbers, learners
can only reason about messages by using their ordering in
the queue, or by message value. At each iteration of the
protocol (i.e., consensus instance), learners compare the values of the messages at the top of their queues. If the head
of a quorum with three queues contain the same message,
then consensus has been established through the fast mode,
and the protocol moves to the next iteration. The absence of
a quorum with the same message (e.g., because one of the
minions dropped a packet), leads to a conflict.
Like Fast Paxos [20], NetPaxos requires a two-thirds majority to establish consensus, instead of a simple majority. A
two-thirds majority allows the protocol to recover from cases
in which messages cannot be decided in the fast mode. If a
learner detects conflicting proposals in a consensus instance,
then the learner reverts to recovery mode and runs a classic

• Learner failure. If the learner fails, it can consult the
minion state to see what values have been accepted,
and therefore return to a consistent state.
A natural question would be to ask: if minions always accept messages, why do we need them at all? For example,
the serializer could simply forward messages to the learners directly. The algorithm needs minions to provide fault
tolerance. Because each minion forwards messages to their
external storage mechanism, the system has a log of all accepted messages, which it can use for recovery in the event
of device failure, message re-ordering, or message loss. If,
alternatively, the serializer were responsible for maintaining
the log, then it would become a single point of failure.
A final consideration is whether network hardware could
be modified to ensure the NetPaxos ordering assumptions.
We discussed this matter with several industrial contacts at
different SDN vendors, and found that there are various platforms that could enforce the desired packet ordering. For example, the Netronome NFP-6xxx [26] has a packet reorder
block on the egress path that allows packets to be reordered
based on program-controlled packet sequence numbers. A
NetPaxos implementation would assign the sequence numbers based on when the packets arrive at ingress. The NetFPGA platform [13] implements a single pipeline where all
packet processing happens sequentially. As such, the NetPaxos ordering assumption is trivially satisfied. Furthermore,
discussions with Corsa Technology [10] and recent work on
Blueswitch [16] indicate that FPGA-based hardware would
also be capable of preserving the ordering assumption.
In the next section, we present experiments that show the
expected performance benefits of NetPaxos when these assumptions hold.
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Our evaluation focuses on two questions: (i) how frequently are our assumptions violated in practice, and (ii)
what are the expected performance benefits that would result
from moving Paxos consensus logic into forwarding devices.
Experimental setup. All experiments were run on a cluster
with two types of servers. Proposers were Dell PowerEdge
SC1435 2-CPU servers with 4 x 2 GHz AMD cores, 4 GB
RAM, and a 1 Gbps NIC. Learners were Dell PowerEdge
R815 8-CPU servers with 64 x 2 GHz AMD hyperthreaded
cores, 128 GB RAM, and 4 x 1 Gbps NICs. The machines
were connected in the topology shown in Figure 1. We used
three Pica8 Pronto 3290 switches. One switch played the
role of the serializer. The other two were divided into two
virtual switches, for a total of four virtual switches acting as
minions.
Ordering assumptions. The design of NetPaxos depends
on the assumption that switches will forward packets in a
deterministic order. Section 3.2 argues that such an ordering
could be enforced by changes to the switch firmware. However, in order to quantify the expected performance benefits
of moving consensus logic into forwarding devices, we measured how often the assumptions are violated in practice with
unmodified devices.
There are two possible cases to consider if the ordering assumptions do not hold. First, learners could deliver different
values. Second, one learner might deliver, when the other
does not. It is important to distinguish these two cases because delivering two different values for the same instance
violates correctness, while the other case impacts performance (i.e., the protocol would be forced to execute in recovery mode, rather than fast mode).
The experiment measures the percentage of values that result in a learner disagreement or a learner indecision for increasing message throughput sent by the proposers. For each
iteration of the experiment, the proposers repeatedly sleep
for 1 ms, and then send n messages, until 500,000 messages
have been sent. To increase the target rate, the value of n is
increased. The small sleep time interval ensures that traffic
is non-bursty. Each message is 1,470 bytes long, and contains a sequence number, a proposer id, a timestamp, and
some payload data.
Two learners receive messages on four NICs, which they
processes in FIFO order. The learners dump the contents
of each packet to a separate log file for each NIC. We then
compare the contents of the log files, by examining the messages in the order that they were received. If the learner sees
the same sequence number on at least 3 of its NICs, then
the learner can deliver the value. Otherwise, the learner cannot deliver. We also compare the values delivered on both
learners, to see if they disagree.
Figure 2a shows the results, which are encouraging. We
saw no disagreement or indecision for throughputs below
57,457 messages/second. When we increased the throughput to 65,328 messages/second, we measured no learner dis-
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Figure 2: Evaluation of ordering assumptions and performance. 2a shows the percentage of messages in which learners either disagree, or cannot make a decision. 2b shows the
throughput vs. latency for basic Paxos and NetPaxos.

agreement, and only 0.3% of messages resulted in learner
indecision. Note that given a message size of 1,470 bytes,
65,328 messages/second corresponds to about 768 Mbps, or
75% of the link capacity on our test configuration.
Although the results are not shown, we also experimented
with sending bursty traffic. We modified the experiment
by increasing the sleep time to 1 second. Consequently,
most packets were sent at the beginning of the 1 second time
window, while the average throughput over the 1 second
reached the target rate. Under these conditions, we measured larger amounts of indecision, 2.01%, and larger disagreement, 1.12%.
Overall, these results suggest that the NetPaxos ordering
assumptions are likely to hold for non-bursty traffic for throughput less than 57,457 messages/second. As we will show, this
throughput is orders of magnitude greater than a basic Paxos
implementation.
NetPaxos expected performance. Without enforcing the
assumptions about packet ordering, it is impossible to implement a complete, working version of the NetPaxos protocol. However, given that the prior experiment shows that the
ordering assumption is rarely violated, it is still possible to
compare the expected performance with a basic Paxos implementation. This experiment quantifies the performance
improvements we could expect to get from a network-based
Paxos implementation for a best case scenario.
We measured message throughput and latency for NetPaxos and an open source implementation of basic Paxos1
that has been used previously in replication literature [35,
23]. As with the prior experiment, two proposers send messages at increasing throughput rates by varying the number
of messages sent for 1 ms time windows. Message latency is
measured one way, using the time stamp value in the packet,
so the accuracy depends on how well the server clocks are
synchronized. To synchronize the clocks, we re-ran NTP
before each iteration of the experiment.
1
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The results, shown in Figure 2b, suggest that moving consensus logic into network devices can have a dramatic impact on application performance. NetPaxos is able to achieve
a maximum throughput of 57,457 messages/second. In contrast, with basic Paxos the coordinator becomes CPU bound,
and is only able to send 6,369 messages/second.
Latency is also improved for NetPaxos. The lowest latency that basic Paxos is able to provide is 1.39 ms, when
sending at a throughput of only 1,531 messages/second. As
throughput increases, latency also increases sharply. At 6,369
messages/second, the latency is 3.67 ms. In contrast, the latency of NetPaxos is both lower, and relatively unaffected
by increasing throughput. For low throughputs, the latency
is 0.15 ms, and at 57,457 messages/second, the latency is
0.37 ms. In other words, NetPaxos reduces latency by 90%.
We should stress that these numbers indicate a best case
scenario for NetPaxos. One would expect that modifying the
switch behavior to enforce the desired ordering constraints
might add overhead. However, the initial experiments are
extremely promising, and suggest that moving consensus
logic into network devices could dramatically improve the
performance of replicated systems.

5.

plement some form of strong consistency (e.g., linearizability, serializability) can be roughly divided into three classes
[8]: (a) state-machine replication [18, 34], (b) primary-backup
replication [28], and (c) deferred update replication [8].
At the core of all classes of replication protocol discussed
above, there lies a message ordering mechanism. This is obvious in state-machine replication, where commands must
be delivered in the same order by all replicas, and in deferred update replication, where state updates must be delivered in order by the replicas. In primary-backup replication,
commands forwarded by the primary must be received in order by the backups; besides, upon electing a new primary to
replace a failed one, backups must ensure that updates “intransit” submitted by the failed primary are not intertwined
with updates submitted by the new primary (e.g., [30]).
Although many mechanisms have been proposed in the
literature to order messages consistently in a distributed system [11], very few protocols have taken advantage of network specifics. Protocols that exploit spontaneous message
ordering to improve performance are in this category (e.g.,
[20, 31, 32]). The idea is to check whether messages reach
their destination in order, instead of assuming that order must
be always constructed by the protocol and incurring additional message steps to achieve it. As we claim in the proposal, ordering protocols have much to gain (e.g., in performance, in simplicity) by tightly integrating with the underlying network layer.

RELATED WORK

Network support for applications. Several recent projects
have demonstrated that large-scale, data processing applications, such as Hadoop, can benefit from improved network
support. For example, PANE [12], EyeQ [17], and Merlin [36] all use resource scheduling to improve the job performance, while NetAgg [21] leverages user-defined combiner functions to reduce network congestion. These projects
have largely focused on improving application performance
through traffic management. In contrast, this paper argues
for moving application logic into network devices.
Speculative Paxos [33] uses a combination of techniques
to eliminate packet reordering in a data center, including IP
multicast, fixed length network topologies, and a single topof-rack switch acting as a serializer. NetPaxos uses similar techniques to ensure message ordering. However, NetPaxos moves Paxos logic into the switches, while Speculative Paxos uses servers to provide the role of acceptors.
OpenFlow extensions. To better support the needs of networked applications, there has been an increasing interest
in extending OpenFlow with a more generalized API. From
academia, there have been several recent proposals [5, 3, 17].
In industry, there has been a longstanding discussion about
how to support stateful operations in the new versions of
the OpenFlow protocol. The presiding standards body, the
Open Networking Foundation (ONF), includes two working groups on the topic: one to standardize extensions to
the protocol (EXT-WG), and one focused on forwarding abstractions (FAWG).
Replication protocols. Research on replication protocols
for high availability is quite mature. Existing approaches for
replication-transparent protocols, notably protocols that im-

6.

CONCLUSION

Software-defined networking offers improved network programmability, which can not only simplify network management, but can also enable a tighter integration with distributed applications. This integration means that networks
can be tailored specifically to the needs of the deployed applications, and improve application performance.
This paper proposes two protocol designs which would
move Paxos consensus logic into network forwarding devices. Although neither of these protocols can be fully implemented without changes to the underlying switch firmware,
all of these changes are feasible in existing hardware. Moreover, our initial experiments show that moving Paxos into
switches would significantly increase throughput and reduce
latency.
Paxos is a fundamental protocol used by fault-tolerant systems, and is widely used by data center applications. Consequently, performance improvements in the protocol implementation would have a great impact not only on the services
built with Paxos, but also on the applications that use those
services.
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